PRODUCTS
Nanov Display Inc.
Public Information Signage

ELMA Electronic Inc.
NetSys Industrial Cisco Routers

The latest product from
Nanov Display Inc. is an
ultra-stretched IP65 Public
Information Sign, delivering
up-to-the-minute passenger
information such as weather,
city news, emergency
information, and traffic — as
well as train and bus arrival
schedules with crucial
platform information or
route adjustments in real
time. This exterior sign has a
resolution of 1920 x 240 and
features remote hardware
maintenance capabilities, as
well as tamper-proof, windresistant tempered glass,
ensuring durability through
even the most challenging
climate conditions.

Cisco-certified mobile routing
plus the packaging and integration
know-how of Elma Electronic. The
network edge is space constrained
and hostile. Our NetSys family of
industrial systems protect against
extremes in temperature, shock
and vibration in SWaP- (size,
weight and power) optimized
chassis. Each system features
Cisco’s 5915 Embedded Services
Router (ESR) bringing with it
Cisco’s Advanced Enterprise IOS
with mobile-ready net capabilities.
elma.com

Smartmaps Inc.
Transit Map and Schedule Designs
Transit agencies need to
communicate complex
information to a diverse audience.
Smartmaps’ maps and schedules
communicate to a wide spectrum
of transit riders. They emphasize
user-friendliness and contain a
clear hierarchy of informational
elements. Its design team
prioritizes and edits graphic and
information elements for the sole
purpose of creating designs that
communicate clearly.
Katherine Hart
khart@smartmaps.com

Myung Moon
info@nanovdisplay.com
nanovdisplay.com

CHK America
Connectpoint
Digital Bus Stop
CHK America’s
Connectpoint
Digital Bus
Stop’s sizes
10-, 13- and
32-inches
offers ground
breaking technology via solarpowered, real-time departure and
schedule information, as well as
service alerts. These “smart city”
digital signs are equipped with E
Ink-based displays that provide
crystal-clear readability any hour
of the day or night. CHK’s Digital
Bus Stop’s are easy to install, can be
retrofitted to your existing bus stops
or shelters and managed remotely
via their web-based backend.
Rick Wood
rwood@chkamerica.com
chkamerica.com

smartmaps.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Secure frames for transit stops
Did you know Bi-State Development has Entry
ƚŽǆĞĐƵƟǀĞůĞǀĞůĐĂƌĞĞƌŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƟĞƐŝŶƚŚĞ
St. Louis and Illinois surrounding areas?
Bi-State Development is now hiring for the
ĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐƉŽƐŝƟŽŶƐ͗
ŚŝĞĨ&ŝŶĂŶĐŝĂůKĸĐĞƌ͕ZWŶĂůǇƐƚ///͕
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sŝƐŝƚŽƵƌĐĂƌĞĞƌƐŝƚĞĂŶĚĮŶĚǇŽƵƌŶĞǆƚ
adventure with Bi-State Development.
ŚƩƉ͗ͬͬǁǁǁ͘ďŝƐƚĂƚĞĚĞǀ͘ŽƌŐͬĐĂƌĞĞƌƐͬ

Any Size
1 minimum
Low Cost
Pole stands and A Frames made ANY
size or height with ANY of our frames

1-800-915-2828

Made in the USA

sales@fastchangeframes.com
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